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The reovirus core is an assembly with a relative molecular mass of 52 million that synthesizes, modi®es and exports viral
messenger RNA. Analysis of its structure by X-ray crystallography shows that there are alternative, speci®c and completely nonequivalent contacts made by several surfaces of two of its proteins; that the RNA capping and export apparatus is a hollow
cylinder, which probably sequesters its substrate to ensure completion of the capping reactions; that the genomic double-stranded
RNA is coiled into concentric layers within the particle; and that there is a protein shell that appears to be common to all groups of
double-stranded RNA viruses.
Reoviruses, like other plant and animal double-stranded (ds) RNA
viruses, contain a transcriptionally competent internal capsid particle (ICP), which remains intact after viral penetration1. The
reovirus ICP, known as the core, transcribes plus-strand copies
from each of the ten genomic segments packaged within it, adds a
methylated guanosine cap to the 59 end of each transcript and
exports the mature mRNA into the cytoplasm of the infected cell.
The core is thus an elaborately organized molecular machine.
About 700 AÊ in overall diameter, the reovirus core (Fig. 1)
contains ®ve of the eight proteins that make up a complete
virion2. Three of the ®veÐl1, l2 and s2Ðare symmetrically
arranged in the icosahedral particle, and most of their amino-acid
residues (4,500 in the icosahedral asymmetric unit) are clearly
resolved in our re®ned structure. The reovirus core resembles in
several respects the core of bluetongue virus (BTV)3, a member of a
different genus of dsRNA viruses, but it has a number of distinctive
features.
An unusual aspect of protein contacts in the reovirus core is the
prevalence of non-equivalent interactions at many interfaces. The
contacts within the l1 shell, and even more strikingly those between
this shell and the s2 subunits that decorate it, show that when the
pressure for genetic economy is strong enough, evolution can build
at least two totally different speci®cities into a single protein surface.
We draw similar conclusions from the published structure of the
core of BTV3.
The sequence of modi®cations to the 59 end of the mRNA is
incorporated into the spatial arrangement of enzymatic domains in
the l2 pentamer, a hollow cylinder that forms projecting turrets
around each of the icosahedral ®vefold axes. The reovirus mRNA
cap consists of a 7-N-methyl guanosine linked by three phosphate
groups to a 59-terminal guanosine. The turrets catalyse the addition
of this last guanosyl moiety to the mRNA as well as the transfer of a
methyl group from S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) to both the N7
of the added guanosine and to the 29O of the ®rst template-encoded
nucleotide, which is also guanosine in all ten reovirus mRNAs:

sites of the domains all face the interior of the pentameric l2 turret,
and the residence time of the mRNA 59 terminus within this hollow
is probably suf®cient to ensure completion of the cap.
Genomic dsRNA is coiled tightly within the reovirus core, in a
manner reminiscent of the packing of dsDNA in phage heads5. The
smooth inward-facing surface of the l1 shell organizes the packed
RNA into roughly concentric layers. Each segment of RNA is likely
to be associated with a transcriptase complex tethered near a
®vefold vertex6,7.
The l1 shell has structural relatives in other dsRNA viruses3,8 and
it appears to be a common feature of nearly all viruses in this family.
The other proteins of the ICP and especially those of the outer shell
appear to vary among dsRNA viruses, corresponding to different
strategies for infection and spread.

Structure determination

The very large unit cell (space group F432, a = 1,255 AÊ), the small
crystal dimensions (about 150 mm) and the failure of cryopreservation
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where SAH is S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine4. Each of these reactions
corresponds to a domain of l2, which therefore resembles
other complex enzymes that encode a biosynthetic pathway by
concatenating domains to carry out successive reactions. The active
960

Figure 1 The reovirus core particle, represented by Ca traces of the constituent subunits.
l1 (relative molecular mass (Mr) 142K (ref. 46), 120 copies; shown in red) forms the shell
that packages RNA and de®nes the symmetry and size of the particle. s2 (Mr 47K, 150
copies; shown as yellow, green and white nodules) stabilizes the l1 shell. l2 (Mr 144K,
60 copies; shown in blue) forms turret-like structures around the ®vefold axes that cap the
nascent mRNA and organize its extrusion.
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dictated our data-collection strategy. We determined phases at 27 AÊ
resolution using a map reconstructed from electron cryomicroscopy (cryoEM)9 and extended using the ®vefold non-crystallographic symmetry and solvent ¯attening.

The l1 shell

The outer surface of the l1 shell is relatively smooth, except for low
ridges that border the binding sites of l2 and s2. Five monomers
(set A) radiate from the ®vefold axis like the petals of an inverted
buttercup, and members of a further set of ®ve (set B) interdigitate
with the ®rst. Twelve such decameric units together form a complete
protein shell (Fig. 2).
Residues 240±1,275 of l1 form a large, plate-like structure with
no strongly de®ned domain boundaries (Fig. 3). Comparison of the
A and B conformers reveals that two subdomains undergo a simple
shift relative to one another: subdomain II (residues 482±922) is an
insert into subdomain I (residues 253±470 and 923±1,260; Fig. 3).
Each of the subdomains behaves as a rigid body when l1A is
transformed into l1B, with minor local adjustments in loops at the
perimeter of the subunit. Two of the peripheral loops in subdomain
IIÐresidues 560±568 and 774±794Ðblock the opening through
which plus-strand transcripts, destined to become mRNAs, are
likely to pass from the central cavity into the l2 turret. We believe
that these loops will bend out of the way during active RNA
synthesis. Direct evidence for their ¯exibility comes from inspection
of l1B, where residues 563±570 are disordered.
The two conformational states of l1 allow it to ®t into two
distinct local environments. l1A and B make similar contacts only
along one side of subdomain I, where l1A from one decamer faces
l1B from another decamer across a local dyad. This is the only
instance of quasi-equivalence in the structure. The interactions of
the two l1 conformers, both with each other and with s2, are
otherwise very different (Fig. 2.).
The ®rst 240 residues of l1 are not part of the tightly folded,
plate-like structure just described. Indeed, the amino-terminal
residues are largely disordered, except for ®ve copies per decamer
(rather than ten) of each of three segments, containing residues
1±12, 40±167 and 181±240, respectively. The three ordered segments
are part of a network of arms lying beneath the main part of the
shell, and it is evident that the N-terminal residues of l1 form
variably disposed, extended structures that may help to tie the shell
together. The way in which the ordered segments connect with each

Figure 2 The l1 shell. a, Ca trace, seen from the exterior. Five copies of l1 (set A, in red)
radiate from the icosahedral ®vefold axis, and members of a second set (set B, in varying
shades of yellow) interdigitate with the ®rst to form a decamer. The interactions of the two
l1 conformers with each other are very different in all but one short interface across a
local dyad. b, Schematic of the reovirus core from the interior. With the exception of three
disconnected fragments, the ®rst 240 residues of l1 are disordered. These fragments
include residues 1±12 (tentative assignment), 40±167 and 181±240. Residues 1±12,
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other is not uniquely determined by well de®ned electron density,
but the positions of the ends of these segments restrict possible
connectivities, as summarized in Fig. 2c.
Residues 181±208, in the last of the three ordered arm segments
just described, fold into a classical (Cys)2(His)2 zinc ®nger, as
predicted from inspection of the sequence. Clear density for
residues 181±208 and 215±240 and a lower-resolution bridge
between them show that the ordered ®nger belongs to a l1B subunit
(Fig. 2c). The module is tucked into a pocket formed by three l1
subunits. The N-terminal end of its a-helix, which contains the
residues for speci®c DNA or RNA recognition in other zinc ®ngers,
is accessible, but the surrounding parts of the l1 shell would
probably interfere with close approach of any genomic dsRNA
segment. This ®nger would, however, be exposed at intermediate
stages in assembly, and its variably positioned counterpart in the
l1A subunit is a candidate for RNA interaction, even in the mature
core.

The s2 clamp

The compact, globular monomer s2 binds at three distinct locations within each icosahedral asymmetric unit (Figs 4 and 5). One of
these sites (the position of s2-i) lies over the middle part of l1A.
The second (s2-ii) bridges from the middle of l1B across to the
carboxy-terminal portions of l1B from another decamer. Although
they receive the same face of s2, these two sites are similar only in
that each is a very shallow nest on the surface of the l1 shell.
Moreover, the interacting parts of s2 undergo only modest conformational adjustments to ®t tightly into these completely nonequivalent positions. The largest conformational difference is in
residues 32±50, near the centre of the interface with the l1 shell,
where helix 39±46 unravels in s2-ii. The third site for s2 is directly
across the icosahedral dyad over the C-terminal portions of l1A. It
contains a single s2 (s2-iii), in one of two equally likely, twofoldrelated orientations. The larger part of this interaction is identical to
that of s2-ii with l1B.
The two unrelated s2 binding sites are both of high af®nity, as the
s2 subunit has only limited other contacts within the core but no
tendency to dissociate. Its contacts with l1, like those between
neighbours in the l1 shell, are marked examples of non-equivalent
but strong and speci®c bonding, where a given surface of one
subunit interacts with two completely different surfaces of another.
When faced with the powerful pressures imposed by the compactness

40±167 and 181±208, a zinc ®nger, are shown. Residues 40±167 cannot belong to the
l1B subunit under which they lie, as the distance between 167 and 181 is too great. c, A
small portion of b, magni®ed. A possible connectivity is shown in purple. In this scheme,
residues 1±181 form an arm that ties together the l1B subunits around a threefold axis.
An arrow and a star mark the positions of residues 1 and 40, respectively. Dotted lines
indicate other connectivities possible on the basis of distance criteria.
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of viral genomes, proteins can evidently evolve to interact stably and
speci®cally in two or more unrelated ways. The non-equivalent
interdomain and intersubunit contacts in HIV reverse
transcriptase10 appear to be the outcome of similar evolutionary
ingenuity. In most virus structures analysed at high resolution,
equivalent or quasi-equivalent interactions predominate. Even in
polyoma11 and SV40 (ref. 12), where 60 of the 72 VP1 pentamers are
in 6- rather than 5-coordinated positions, use of arms to tie the
structure together maximizes the local similarity of interpentamer
contacts, despite the variable long-range geometry. As discussed
below, interactions in the VP3 shell of BTV3 have the same nonequivalent characteristics as those in the l1 shell of reovirus, but
there is no s2 equivalent. In the orbiviruses and other dsRNA
viruses lacking a s2-like protein, the proteins that constitute the
innermost shell (VP2 and VP3 in rota- and orbivirus, respectively)
can self-assemble into icosahedral particles3,13,14. When reovirus l1
is expressed in mouse L ®broblasts15 or in insect cells (M.L.N.,
unpublished data), however, no icosahedral particles form unless s2
is also expressed. The structure con®rms the conclusion drawn from
these results that s2 is a stabilizing clamp.

the reovirus GTase appears to be a new fold; it differs from the
known structure of PBCV-1 GTase18.
Residues 386±433 and 690±802 contribute to a small domain
that bridges the GTase and the methylases. It is a four-strand sheet,
protected by a-helices facing toward the outside of the turret, and it
probably functions as a structural support for the three enzyme
domains.
Residues 434±691 form a methyltransferase domain (methylase-1).
Helices sandwich a seven-strand b-sheet of mixed polarity in a
variant of the SAM-binding domain seen in numerous other
methyltransferases (Fig. 6)19,20. The SAM site is conserved among

The l2 turrets are mRNA-capping complexes

The l2 pentamer is a hollow and slightly ¯ared cylinder (Fig. 6). The
cavity in its centre, through which mRNA must pass, is 70 AÊ in
diameter at its widest, but it narrows to 15 AÊ at the top, where ®ve
¯aps form a lid. The total volume of the channel is 2 ´ 105 AÊ3, which
can accommodate up to about 300 nucleotides of nascent mRNA.
The pentamers interact almost exclusively with l1A. Expressed
alone l2 is monomeric16,17, and it must therefore require a scaffold
to assemble into turrets.
The l2 monomers have a series of seven domains, strung together
with the most N-terminal domain at the base of the turret and the
most C-terminal domain at the top (Fig. 6). The long axis of the
subunit is at about 458 to the ®vefold axis. The ®rst 385 residues
form a cup-like structure with its interior open into the hollow of
the turret and its side resting on the l1 shell. Limited proteolysis of
l2 has identi®ed this domain as a guanylyltransferase (GTase).
Analysis of a series of Lys-to-Ala mutations shows that Lys 190
forms the covalent nucleotidyl-enzyme intermediate and that
Lys 171 also participates in GMP transfer17; both project into the
active-site cavity (Fig. 6d). A narrow channel gives access to the
active site for nucleotides from outside the turret. The structure of

Figure 4 Subunit s2 has 150 binding positions on the l1 surface. There are 60 copies
each of sites i (green outlines) and ii (white outlines) and 30 of site iii (blue outlines). Site iii
lies on an icosahedral dyad, and s2 in that position adopts two opposite orientations in
50:50 ratio. Sites i and ii involve very different residues of l1; each identical half of site iii
(on l1A) is the same as part of site ii (on l1B). Most of the contacts of j2 are with the l1
shell, but s2-iii has sparse contacts with both s2-i and ii, and s2-i has a modest contact
with l2.

Figure 3 Two conformations of l1 and comparison with BTV VP3. a, Course of the
polypeptide chain of l1A, in colours graded from red at the N terminus to blue at the C
terminus. l1 is mostly a-helical, with signi®cant regions of b-sheet present only in the
part furthest from the ®vefold axis. b, l1B; subdomains I and II are yellow and red,
respectively. l1A and B differ with respect to a conformational shift about a pivot between

the two subdomains. The zinc ®nger (residues 181±208) is gold, and residues 40±167
from a neighbouring l1 subunit are blue. c, VP3-A, the l1A equivalent from BTV, in
colours graded from red at the N terminus to blue at the C terminus3. Although l1 and VP3
have no sequence similarity and details of their folds differ, their overall conformations are
clearly closely related.
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these enzymes, and we can thus predict where SAM will bind to
methylase-1 (Fig. 6). Difference maps computed from diffraction
data taken after diffusion of SAH into the core crystals con®rm that
SAH binds in this location, in a channel that connects the interior
and the exterior of the turret. A conformational change in residues
519±524 and 579±587, such that the 580s loop blocks off the
exterior of the channel, accompanies SAH binding. The mRNA
cap must bind close by, in the cavity between methylase-1 and the
GTase domain of an adjacent l2 monomer. Sharing of the active site
between two monomers explains the absence of methylase activity
in monomeric l2 (ref. 16).
Residues 804±1,022 form the second methylase domain (methylase-2, Fig. 6). The order and directionality of the strands and the
positions of some a-helices are as in the consensus fold; residues
926±962 and 983±1,017 represent an insertion, forming a threestrand parallel sheet and two helices. The SAM-binding site,
identi®ed from the diffusion experiment described above, lies as
anticipated from homologous enzymes in another channel to the
exterior of the turret. SAH binding does not induce a conforma-

tional change at this site.
The last 250 residues of the l2 polypeptide chain form a threedomain ¯ap at the top of the turret. In virions and intermediate
subviral particles (ISVPs), this ¯ap is a cantilever to anchor the cellattachment protein, s1 (ref. 9). In cores, it may serve as a gate to
retard exit of the 59 terminus of the mRNA. The three domains all
have structures related to the immunoglobulin fold. The ®rst two
resemble the V and C regions of an antibody light chain, although
they lack disulphide bonds; the third is a sandwich of two threestrand sheets, folded like a truncated V domain.
Which domain is the 7-N- and which the 29O-methylase? And
what determines the order of the modi®cation reactions? The view
of two adjacent monomers in Fig. 6f shows that although there is no
groove to guide the mRNA terminus from one active site to another,
the spatial arrangement of sites in the turret may re¯ect the
temporal sequence of the capping reactions. Guanylyl transfer
occurs ®rst, near the base of the turret, where newly synthesized
transcript enters the multi-enzyme cavity. The GTase site from one
monomer (for example, monomer A in Fig. 6f) is closer to the

Figure 5 The l1±s2 interface. a, b, Left, the l1 surfaces onto which bind s2-i and s2ii, respectively. Right: the corresponding contacting face of s2-i and s2-ii. The l1
surfaces are drawn to receive s2-i and s2ii in the same orientation; the images of s2 on
the right may be ¯ipped around the axis parallel to the long side of the page to orientate
them correctly over the corresponding images of l1 on the left. c, Left, site iii on the l1
surface. Right, s2-i, with a red arrow indicating an a-helix that unravels in s2-ii. Different
l1 subunits are painted in different shades of grey except in c, where both l1As are white
and both l1Bs are dark grey. Main-chain segments within 4 AÊ of the interacting surface

are coloured light blue. Side chains that fall within 4 AÊ of the interacting surface are blue
(positively charged), red (negatively charged), green (neutral polar) or orange
(hydrophobic). s2-i binds mostly to l1A, whereas s2-ii binds mostly to two copies of l1B
and acts as a clamp. The zinc ®nger (not shown) lies inside the core under s2-ii but makes
no contacts with it. s2-iii binds at the icosahedral twofold axis; note the similarity of the
l1 surface with which it interacts (left) to the white and light grey portions in b. l1
residues marked in the last panel on the left are inferred, as s2-iii has not been built
explicitly into the density.
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methylase-1 active site in the clockwise neighbour (monomer B in
Fig. 6f) than to any other methylase-1 site, so the newly guanylylated
59 end is more likely to pass from the GTase on one subunit to
methylase-1 on the neighbour than to any other methylase site.
As N7 methylation precedes 29O methylation4, we suggest that
methylase-1 is the N7-modifying enzyme and that methylase-2 is
the O-methyltransferase. In this tentative assignment, the sequence
of domains in the subunit corresponds to the order of reactions in
the pathway. N7 methylation would take place in the middle of the
turret, and the last reaction, 29O methylation, would take place at
the top, near the exit pore. It is reasonable to suppose that the 29O
methylase, like the related enzyme from vaccinia virus21, accepts

termini only when the base of the 59-guanylyl group has been
methylated at N7.
Containment, to allow the 59 end of the transcript to visit various
sites, perhaps nearly randomly, but also to ensure that modi®cation
will be complete before the cap emerges into the cytoplasm, appears
be a principle embodied in the design of the l2 turret. The turret is a
container with several, densely arrayed, inward-facing active sites.
Similar arrangements have been seen in chaperonins such as GroEL
and in intracellular proteases such as ClpAP and the 26S proteosome (see ref. 22 and references therein). In GroEL, release of
substrate is timed by ATP hydrolysis; in l2, release of the transcript
59 terminus is more likely to be triggered simply by ®lling of the
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Figure 6 The capping complex. a, b, l2 turret (about 120 AÊ diameter and 80 AÊ tall)
viewed from the top and side, respectively. The ®ve elongated l2 monomers, each shown
in a different colour, wrap around the outer surface, with their long axes at about 458 to
the radial direction. c, The l2 monomer, viewed from the inside of the pentamer (the blue
monomer in b). The GTase domain is red, methylase-1 is yellow, methylase-2 is green
and the immunoglobulin-like domains are blue. Red SAH molecules mark the SAMbinding sites. d, GTase domain at 908 to c, in graded colours with the N terminus red and
the C terminus blue. Side chains of K190 and K171 are shown. e, Diagrams of SAMbinding domains. The `universal' SAM-binding domain is shown in black19,20; methylase-1
is yellow and methylase-2 is green. Secondary structural elements are aligned vertically
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with their equivalents in the universal fold. The SAM-binding position with respect to the
b-sheet is labelled. f, Two monomers of l2 (labelled A and B) with the immunoglobulinlike domains detached and viewed from the interior of the turret. Monomer A includes
GTase `a' and methylases `a1' and `a2'; B includes `b', `b1' and `b2'. Coloured as in c.
Red SAH molecules indicate SAM-binding locations. Blue arrows indicate the GTase
active site. g, SAH density for methylase-1 in a 4 AÊ, 2Fo ±Fc map made with data from
crystals soaked in 2 mM SAH. SAH binding is accompanied by conformational changes in
residues 519±524 and 579±587. Some residues that may interact with SAH are labelled.
h, SAH density for methylase-2.
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cavity. Capping enzyme complexes that have only a single copy of
each capping enzyme and that do not sequester the nascent RNA
within a l2-like container may have some other guiding mechanism
to order the progress of the 59 terminus from one active site to the next.

Interior of the core

The inward-facing surface of the l1 shell de®nes a cavity with a
mean outer radius of 245 AÊ. The N-terminal extensions of l1 are the
most signi®cant irregularities in the otherwise smooth cavity
boundary. Reconstructed cryoEM images of empty virions and
cores show, however, that there are structures projecting inwards
near the ®vefold axesÐpresumably the transcriptase complexes6.
The presence of a single such complex near each ®vefold axis will
leave little trace in a high-resolution map.
When packaged within a hollow shell, double-helical nucleic
acids form uniform coils that minimize kinks and sharp curves
while maximizing the interhelix distance (and hence minimizing
electrostatic repulsion)5,23±27. Assuming that the entire interior of
the core (after allowing for the volume occupied by non-icosahedrally ordered protein) is uniformly occupied by RNA with local
hexagonal packing, the mean spacing between adjacent segments of
A-form dsRNA will be about 30 AÊ. This ®gure agrees with the
spacing predicted from the 26 AÊ diffraction maximum seen in
solution X-ray scattering from intact type 3 reovirus particles24. A
similar observation has been reported for BTV cores7.
Although we do not see a strong 26 AÊ diffraction ring, in lowresolution maps we observe three or four shells of density, spaced at
26 AÊ and layered inwards from the interior surface of l1. The shells
are weak in the region beneath each ®vefold vertex and stronger
elsewhere. We interpret these observations, together with those
from earlier experiments24, as indicating that dsRNA is coiled within
the shell. We expect that an outer layer of RNA will press against l1
and that subsequent layers will derive their approximate coherence
from the balance of forces described above. Thus, the RNA exhibits
signi®cant statistical order, but there is no evidence for unique
three-dimensional packing. The presence of a transcriptase complex
tethered near each ®vefold vertex will tend to exclude RNA from the
vicinity of the ®vefold axes, and these complexes may even act as
spools for coiling individual RNA segments28. Thus, we expect the
shells of density to be weak beneath each turret, as observed.

Comparisons with other dsRNA viruses

The transcriptionally competent ICPs from members of the nine
known genera of plant and animal dsRNA viruses in the family
Reoviridae all appear to share a common, l1-like framework, which
packages the genome and organizes the polymerization and capping
enzymes. The organization of this shell may extend to fungal and
bacterial viruses with dsRNA genomes3,28,29. The equivalent framework in the orbivirus core, which has been seen at high resolution3,
consists of 120 copies of VP3, which is arranged identically to l1.
Moreover, l1 (residues 240±1,275) and VP3 have the same platelike shape, and although they have no sequence similarity, they have
similar overall folds with corresponding parts of their polypeptide
chains forming corresponding portions of each molecule. In each
protein, an a-helical bundle lies closest to the icosahedral ®vefold
axis, a b-sheet `domain' lies most distally from that axis, and a lattice
of criss-crossing a-helices lies in the middle. The details of the fold
differ, however, and it is not possible meaningfully to superimpose
any signi®cant substructure of l1 onto VP3. Furthermore, whereas
the two conformers of l1 differ in the relative orientations of
subdomains I and II about one pivot, the two conformers of VP3
differ in the relative orientations of three subdomains about two
such pivots, neither of which corresponds to the l1 pivot.
Beyond the interior framework, the structures of the dsRNA
viruses diverge, re¯ecting different mechanisms for viral maturation and entry. The mammalian orthoreoviruses have turreted ICPs:
the capping complexes (l2) are ordered structures displayed on the
outside of the l1 shell. There are also clamp subunits (s2) to
reinforce l1 interactions. Members of four other dsRNA genera also
have turret-like structures that are likely to be homologues of l2.
Two of these genera, the aquareoviruses30 and the cypoviruses8,31,
have been studied by cryoEM. They have nodules at positions
corresponding to s2-i and s2-ii, where the protein at position ii is
probably a clamp required for assembly8. In contrast, the orbi- and
rotaviruses (and two other genera) have non-turreted ICPs coated
with a complete T = 13 lattice of a non-enzymatic protein (VP7 and
VP6, respectively)3,32, and their capping enzymes lie inside the
common shell, perhaps in close association with the polymerases.

Discussion

We draw four conclusions from the above data. First, there is a

Table 1 Crystallographic statistics
Native data
Resolution range (AÊ)
70±9.82
9.82±6.95
6.95±5.67
5.67±4.91
4.91±4.39
4.39±4.01
4.01±3.71
3.71±3.47

Rsym (%)

Rcum (%)

Completion (%)

Redundancy

I/j

8.9
13.1
25.0
25.9
25.7
35.7
47.9
53.0

8.9
11.1
14.9
17.9
20.0
22.9
25.3
26.0

99.4
99.7
99.7
99.7
99.6
99.4
97.4
70.5

6.8
6.6
6.3
6.2
6.0
5.6
4.1
2.1

6.5
5.3
2.9
2.9
2.9
2.1
1.6
1.4

Rsym (%)

Rcum (%)

Completion (%)

Redundancy

I/j

7.4
11.5
28.0
33.8
31.7
35.7
49.7

7.4
9.7
14.4
18.8
21.6
23.9
26.1

57.7
57.7
56.9
55.3
51.2
45.0
37.7

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.4
1.4
1.3

8.3
6.4
2.7
2.2
2.3
2.1
1.5

20±3.6
20.81
831,984

(3.64±3.6)
(30.06)
(23,226)

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

SAH soaking data
Resolution range (AÊ)
70±10.44
10.44±7.38
7.38±6.03
6.03±5.22
5.22±4.67
4.67±4.26
4.26±3.95

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Re®nement: R-value for working set
Resolution range (AÊ)
R (%)
No. of re¯ections

...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Rsym  Sh Si jIi h 2 hI hij=Sh Si Ii h, where Ii(h) is the ith measurement of re¯ection h and hI hi is the weighted mean of all measurements of h. R  Sh jjFobs hj 2 kjFcalc hjj=Sh Fobs h, where
k is a scale factor.
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striking and unexpected degree of non-equivalence in the intersubunit contacts that stabilize the shell. Second, the RNA-capping
complex contains redundant copies of each active site, facing into
the cavity of a hollow cylinder. Temporary retention of the 59
terminus within the cavity probably ensures ef®cient capping.
Third, genomic RNA is tightly packed within the interior of the
core, leading to a statistical ordering. Repeated passage of each
genome segment past a polymerase tethered near the exit point for
the transcript will require a concerted set of activities and motions.
Finally, known dsRNA viruses are constructed around a conserved
framework, the homologue of l1, with considerable variability in
the way other viral proteins, which function in entry and exit,
associate with the common shell.
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